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If you work in an office, you probably don’t lose much sleep worrying about whether your files are safe if your PC melts down. Company IT departments handle those things for business networks. But how about all those precious photos, address lists, the family genealogy, and everything else that lives on your home network? Windows Home Server can save the day if one of your personal PCs hiccups, and Windows Home Server For Dummies serves up all the stuff you need to know to put it to work.
   Forget everything you’ve heard about previous versions of Windows Server; this all-new variation has been designed for people who don’t wear white lab coats or pocket protectors. Woody Leonhard has tested it and it passed with flying colors. If you have a home or small business network, this book shows you how Windows Home Server helps you    

	Share files among all the PCs in your home    
	Access your files from anywhere    
	Make regular backups automatically    
	Store files securely    
	Play music, TV shows, or movies on your Xbox    
	Share multimedia across your network    
	Keep your virus protection and system upgrades up to date    
	Get regular reports on the overall health of your network    


   Windows Home Server For Dummies provides sage advice on choosing a version of Windows Home Server, installing it, setting up users and passwords, using remote access, scheduling automatic scans and backups, and having fun with multimedia.   Trust Woody— you’ll sleep better.       
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The Salem Witch Trials: A Reference GuideGreenwood Press, 2007
Part of the enduring fascination of the Salem witch trials is the fact that, to date, no one theory has been able to fully explain the events that ravaged Salem in 1692. Countless causes, from ergot-infected rye to actual demonic posession, have been offered to explain why the accusations and erratic behavior of seven village girls left hundreds...
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Fundamental Aspects of ElectrometallurgySpringer, 2002
"[...]a very interesting book[...]a very important contribution to the understanding of electrometallurgical processes, which up to now was only available by trawling through the literature. For anyone interested in electrometallurgy, especially researchers, this is an essential book for any personal library."
(Derek Fray,...
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Rogue Waves in the Ocean (Advances in Geophysical and Environmental Mechanics and Mathematics)Springer, 2009

	The book is written for specialists in the fields of fluid mechanics, applied mathematics, nonlinear physics, physical oceanography and geophysics, and also for students learning these subjects. It includes a wide range of observational data on rogue (or freak) waves in the seas and coastal waters, as well as presenting a basic statistical...
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Matrix of Power:How the World Has Been Controlled By Powerful People Without Your KnowledgeThe Book Tree, 2003
At one time or another we've all questioned as to whether all that we see and are experiencing in our world has some sort of a rational plan behind it, because we understand now that both the Republican and Democratic Parties in America are basically run by the same people. The same money finances both sides. We now know through the work of many...
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An Introduction to Programming with Mathematica, Third EditionCambridge University Press, 2005

	"Essential...a welcome addition to the literature. The choice of topics and their presentation are lucidly informed by considerable experience. The writing style is straightforward and clear. The authors stick resolutely to their goal of producing an introductory text, not a complete treatment, on programming in Mathematica. As such it...
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Fundamentals of HVAC Control Systems: IP Edition Hardbound BookElsevier Limited, 2008
McDowall: Fundamentals of HVAC Systems (IP) (Jun 2006, ISBN-10/13: 0-12-372497-X/ 978-0-12-372497-7)    

       A hard copy companion to the eLearning course that serves as a practical guide to the principles and characteristics of controls, and how to apply them in the use, selection, specification and design of controls systems.    ...
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